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This bachelor’s thesis was commissioned by W1TT Group Oy. They produce and sell 
products that are designed for district heating and cooling. The main product that will be 
focused on is the W1TT heat distribution centers. The centers are built according to the 
customers specifications, from centers for small buildings to an industrial scale.  
 
The purpose of this thesis was the gathering of information and data, conducting analy-
sis’s and open new perspectives to support W1TT Group’s possible entry into the Swe-
dish market.  
 
The data was collected directly from internal sources at W1TT Group in the form of 
meetings. Additional data was collected from online sources and written publications rel-
evant to this study. Also, relevant Swedish industry associations were contacted to gain 
information. 
 
It was concluded that there is a lack of information available publicly to conduct a full 
market analysis. However, there was a large quantity of studies conducted on the entire 
heating industry in Sweden that showed positive signs for the district heating market and 
market need that is relevant for W1TT Group. 
 
Lastly, according to the plans of W1TT Group, the complex customer purchase process 
and the findings from the entry strategy portion of the study, that the best option to enter 
the new market is by starting a sales and marketing-oriented subsidiary in Sweden to have 
full control of the whole business process.  

Keywords: district heat, heat distribution, market analysis, market entry, strategy, sub-
sidiary 
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1 INTRODUCTION  

 

 

1.1 Background 

 

W1TT Group Oy is a Finnish industrial company that designs, produces and sells heating, 

ventilation and air conditioning (HVAC) solutions. Their niche is very specific, they spe-

cialize in the construction and sales of heat distribution centers that are connected into a 

district heating grid. These centers are specifically tailored for each customers specifica-

tion. These centers range from small to big, depending on the size of the building it is 

meant for.  

 

The business of W1TT Group Oy is B2B oriented and the customers consists of compa-

nies who sell services in the HVAC market, for example, the installation of these HVAC 

products, this could be from a small plumbing company to big contractors who are in-

volved in large scale construction projects across the country. The two biggest customers 

are Are and Caverion. They are both large companies from Finland that operate interna-

tionally. They provide building services contracting for new building construction, reno-

vations, maintenance and upkeep.  

 

I worked at W1TT Group Oy the summer of 2017 for 11 weeks as a full-time warehouse 

assistant at their warehouse. Among my main tasks for that position included the signing 

of inbound and outbound traffic, national and international. 

 

During the first half of 2018 I completed my internship at the W1TT Group Oy office as 

a sales and marketing assistant. My main assignment as an assistant was the procurement 

of new customers. I approached this task with the gathering of contact information of 

potential customers through google searches and then designing an email advertisement 

campaign with the resources I was provided with. 

 

At this point I was familiar with the company and their operational side, from when an 

order comes in, goes through production and ultimately is shipped out. I felt comfortable 

to ask if there would be a need for a thesis project. 
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1.2 About the topic 

 

W1TT Group Oy has commissioned me to conduct a case study for a possible entry into 

the Swedish market. This thesis will contain an entry strategy based on my research find-

ings. From these findings can I make proper recommendations on how to enter the new 

market.  

 

The goal for this case study is not only to contain accurate information and a good strategy 

that can be used in a real-life situation, but also shed a light on the differences between 

Finland and Sweden, businesswise and culturally. We will also go in a bit deeper into the 

process of starting a company in Sweden, applicable regulations, as well as marketing 

and networking in Sweden.  

 

Another important goal will be to investigate the current market situation in Sweden and 

assess the market shares and the biggest players in the industry. 

 

The topic was suggested by W1TT Group Oy CEO because they have been thinking about 

expanding into the Swedish market in the near future and are in need of up-to-date infor-

mation about the market and the competitors as well as some form of a plan of action. 

Also, a new and fresh perspective on the topic was welcomed. 

 

 

1.3 The product 

 

The main product that W1TT Group Oy produces, and sells are heat distribution centers, 

as mentioned earlier. They are marketed as the highest performing centers on the market 

and it is emphasized that they are made from the top of the line components and are 

manufactured in Finland, as a strong selling point. They are built on compact steel frame-

works so that they can easily be fitted into any sized location and that also makes them 

easily customizable for the client’s specific needs. An illustration of the product can be 

found below in picture 1. 

 

The centers come equipped with a top of the line sheet metal heat exchanger, made by 

the Italian company Onda. Also, polyurethane casings are installed around the exchangers 

for insulation and a plastic shell for shock proofing. 
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PICTURE 1. Heat Distribution Center (W1TT 2018) 

 

There is a whole line-up of optional additional features that can be implemented to the 

main product by the customer. Different stages of automation and sensors for monitor-

ing are available and air removers and filters, even different additional indication lights 

and locks. Three different suppliers of pumps are used in the centers and the customer 

may choose out of those three. The main difference between the pumps are the large 

pool of additional features for the specific pump brands. 

 

 

1.4 Methodology 

 

Both qualitative and quantitative research methods will be used in this thesis. The quali-

tative research will be the dominant one because the data needed to answer the research 

questions depend on those methods. Most of the qualitative data will be gathered from 

relevant articles and other written sources. Meetings are planned to be held with the CEO 

of W1TT Group to get an experienced viewpoint on this topic and an inquiry with the 

Finnish-Swedish chamber of commerce in Stockholm because of their know-how and 

network they have in Sweden. 

 

Quantitative research will be used when looking into the market itself. It is imperative to 

find out how the market segments are divided and what are the numbers when looking at 

revenues. This would be a kind of quantitative observation about the Swedish market. 
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Statistical data will be gathered mainly from what is available on the competitors’ 

webpages and other online sources to determine the market size, segments and the money 

side of things to see how much money is involved in the market and what kind of profit-

ability is possible in the market. 

 

Other models that will be used in this thesis are the SWOT-analysis and Porter’s Five 

Forces-analysis, they work great together and are considered qualitative in nature. Hof-

stede’s Cultural Dimensions-model is also used to compare the cultural differences be-

tween Finland and Sweden, this model is more quantitative in nature and gives out spe-

cific numbers on a specific scale for the different cultural dimensions and these numbers 

can be compared with each other to see the difference. Also, an explanation is given for 

what the numbers mean in real life for the specific dimension per country. We will go 

into much greater detail about these models in Chapter 2. 

 

The market analysis is a combination of qualitative and quantitative research. It goes into 

detail about the size and value of a market, segmentation, demographics, psychological 

behaviour patterns and the market environment. The market analysis is conducted in 

Chapter 3. 

 

In Chapter 4 we will go through the different steps of formulating an entry strategy, talk 

about entry modes and go in on some employee recruitment related information. Lastly, 

the chapter will end with some recommendations. 

 

 

1.5 Thesis structure 

 

Firstly, we will start off with the introduction of the theoretical framework, including 

some theories, then continuing with the SWOT and Porter’s Five Forces-analysis. These 

two will help with seeing the big picture of the current situation in the company as well 

as the whole industry. The results of these two analyses will provide useful information 

about what to focus on when entering the Swedish market. 

 

Then we will look at the cultural aspect of the topic. It’s advantageous to know key dif-

ferences in mentality when it comes to the culture in Sweden, but also preferences to 

company image and marketing tactics. Hofstede’s cultural dimensions model will be used 
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to assess the cultural differences in the larger scale and then go into some data collected 

from written articles and studies about the brands, marketing and trends in Sweden. 

 

After this, a market analysis of the Swedish market will be conducted to determine the 

market size, segments and competitors. Here we will also look at the whole heating mar-

ket in detail. How many users does district heating have in Sweden compared to other 

heating options and how that is divided by different building types. 

 

Based on the data collected from previous sources and the response of the email inquiry 

with the Finnish-Swedish Chamber of Commerce, factors for an entry strategy will be 

created and looked at for W1TT Group Oy. It will be a step-by-step plan with recommen-

dations for the best course of action to take for the Swedish market. 

 

Lastly, there will be a short conclusion where the findings from the research done in this 

thesis and the results will be discussed.   
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2 THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK 

 

 

In this section the goals of this thesis and its relevant theoretical aspects will be explained.  

Firstly, it will be explained what the research questions are and then go over to different 

theoretical models. 

 

A SWOT-analysis will be used to find out the current landscape in which the company 

finds itself. The SWOT-analysis stands for strengths, weaknesses, opportunities and 

threats. The first two are focused on internal factors and the latter two for external factors. 

The SWOT analysis is a popular tool that can be used for virtually any business action 

and it will paint a clearer picture of the current situation for the company for entering 

Sweden.  

 

The main objective of a SWOT-analysis is for companies to be fully aware of all factors 

involved in a decision. The SWOT model was invented by Edmund P. Learned, C. Roland 

Christensen, Kenneth Andrews and William D. Book. It was revealed in their book called 

"Business Policy, Text and Cases" (Fallon 2018). 

 

Analysing the competition is a great way to identify threats to the business and how to 

sort them out. One method of analysing the competition is by using Porter’s Five Forces 

model, it breaks them down into five insightful categories. It’s a great model that will 

show you the company’s situation in the industry and works well together with the 

SWOT-model. In this case, we will also use the model to map out some of the Swedish 

competition. The model was created by Michael E. Porter in 1979 and the five forces goes 

in-depth on factors that determine if a business can be profitable, depending on other 

companies in the industry. More details about the five categories will be reviled later on. 

(Martin 2018). 

 

Lastly, a comparison between the Finnish and Swedish cultures will be made. Even 

though we are neighbouring countries, there might be some slight or even unexpected 

differences. In this cultural aspect of the theory section we will also delve deeper into the 

possible differences of consumer habits, business trends and the Hofstede’s Cultural Di-

mensions model.  
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Hofstede’s Cultural Dimensions model is a good model to use for an overall look at the 

two respective cultures in general. Hofstede surveyed 116 000 employees of the whole 

IBM corporation, that worked and lived in 72 different nations, between the years of 1967 

and 1973. The goal of these surveys was to gather data on employee values across the 72 

nations. The outcome were country-specific values for four cultural dimensions that are 

designated as 1) the power distance index, 2) individualism vs. collectivism, 3) mascu-

linity vs. femininity, and 4) the uncertainty avoidance index. (White 2015, 65.)  More 

cultural dimensions have been added since the initial four, more about those later. 

 

 

2.1 Research questions 

 

As we know, W1TT Group Oy has commissioned me to make an entry strategy for the 

Swedish market. To create a viable strategy for a real-world scenario, we will need to 

gather some information. 

 

Here are the main questions that need to be answered to complete this case study: 

 

- Current market situation in Sweden 

- How to start business operations in Sweden. 

 

It is vital to find out the current market situation, see who the main competitors are and 

how they operate in the market and how are the dominance over market segments distrib-

uted. It might be difficult to find exact data from sales because most of the competitors 

also sell other products which will also be counted in the company's total revenue. 

The main question should be about how to secure a chunk of the market for W1TT Group 

and make it profitable.  

 

Other significant inquiries to also keep in mind would be the current state of matters 

company wise and related differences between Sweden and Finland culturally and in mar-

keting philosophy. These topics will be analysed next with the above-mentioned methods 

and models. 
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2.2 SWOT 

 

This SWOT-analysis was conducted together with the CEO of W1TT Group at a joint 

meeting. The information used in this analysis is from our collected experience, insight 

and knowledge of the company and industry. Below in figure 1. is the basic SWOT-

model, which is filled in with short answers that will be explained in greater detail after 

the figure. 

 

 

Strengths Weaknesses 

• Flexible sales & production 

• Custom products 

• Flat organizational structure 

• Own Onda heat exchanger fac-

tory 

• No huge financial possibilities 

• Low capability for expensive machinery 

investments 

• Fully crowded factory facilities in Finland 

• Professional welders running out from 

area of Tampere region 

Opportunities Threats 

• Heat recovery projects 

• New business in cooperation 

with Onda 

• Cover Scandinavia. Export to 

Baltics & Russia 

• Price competition 

• Market collapse 

• Standardization of products 
 

FIGURE 1. SWOT-analysis chart 

 

 

2.2.1 Strengths 

 

- The flexibility of sales and production, good for clients with specific schedules 

and needs. 

- Custom made products with a large assortment of additional features and parts. 

- Flat Organizational Structure. Makes communication inside the company 

smoother and decision making faster. 
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- Trade contract with the Italian heat exchange producer Onda. The heat exchanger 

is one of the more important and expensive components needed to build the W1TT 

Groups Heat Distribution Centers. Having a trade deal with the direct producer of 

this component gives a competitive edge, no need to look for the cheapest availa-

ble heat exchangers on the market annually. 

 

 

2.2.2 Weaknesses 

 

- No big financial possibilities currently without finding investors. 

- Low capability for expensive machinery investments. 

- Production facility at peak efficiency. No more room for additional workers. 

- Professional welders are hard to find in Tampere area and suburbs. 

 

 

2.2.3 Opportunities 

 

- Establish new business areas together with Onda for other products, such as: 

shells, tubes, air/ventilation and refrigeration.  

- Successfully cover the Scandinavian markets and start export to the Baltic coun-

tries and Russia. 

- Heat and energy recovery project from waste air. Waste air being the air that is 

pumped out of buildings and replaced with fresh air via air conditioning units. 

There might be other possibilities and applications to this so-called waste air in-

stead of just pumping it outside. 

 

 

2.2.4 Threats 

 

- Massive pricing competition. Customers in this market usually go for the cheapest 

offer. 

- Market value and size might collapse. No growth. This is heavily tied on the 

amount of buildings being built that utilize district heating, thus can use our prod-

ucts. 
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- Standardization of all district heating and cooling products. Production might 

move to low cost countries like India and China. One of W1TT groups biggest 

selling points is that the products are proudly made with quality components in 

Finland by a Finnish workforce. 

 

 

2.3 Porter’s five Forces 

 

This Porter’s Five Forces -analysis was also conducted together with the CEO of W1TT 

Group at a joint meeting. The information used in this analysis is from our collected ex-

perience, insight and knowledge of the company and industry. Figure 2. below display 

the different powers that all affect each other.  

 

 
FIGURE 2. Porter’s Five Forces chart  

 

 

2.3.1 Competition in the industry 

 

- High competition. 

- Price orientated purchasing, customers go for the cheapest option. 

- No other technical substitutes allowed for products that connect to district heat 

grid. 
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- All manufacturers use the same materials and follow the same set of rules. 

 

 

2.3.2 Potential of new entrants into the industry 

 

- New entrants are possible, many global players do not have district energy prod-

ucts in their product portfolio. 

- Imported products from countries with low labour costs. 

 

 

2.3.3 Power of suppliers 

 

- Global suppliers as electric pump, valve and other component manufacturers are 

in control of the pricings. 

- National energy related authorities and district heat providers can limit the district 

heat energy grid, thus lowering the number of connected customers. 

 

 

2.3.4 Power of customers 

 

- Customer is number one, they have the power of choosing the manufacturer. 

- Demand of merchandise totality, difficult to make any changes from a technical 

point of view and content, due to the set rules in the industry. 

 

2.3.5 Threat of substitute products 

 

- No actual major threat 

- Substitute products manufactured out of the factory are far behind technically and 

in price competitiveness. 

- The designers that plan the heating and piping for a new building or for a renova-

tion and consultants all object to products that are not made in workshops. 

- The products that can be connected to the district heating are very specified due 

to rules and security concerns. 
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2.4 Cultural differences 

 

 

2.4.1 Hofstede’s cultural dimensions 

 

As mentioned earlier, we will look at the Hofstede’s cultural dimensions tool that can be 

found online. It will show the differences between Finland and Sweden on the six differ-

ent dimensions listed below as well as a visual chart (Figure 3.): 

 

• Power distance index 

• Individualism vs. collectivism 

• Masculinity vs. femininity 

• Uncertainty avoidance 

• Long-term orientation vs. short-term orientation 

• Indulgence vs. restraint. 

 

 
FIGURE 3. Finland vs. Sweden, Hofstede’s insight tool (Hofstede 2018)  

 

Power distance index is about the gap of power between, for example, an employee 

and a manager. Both Finland and Sweden score a low point in this dimension, meaning 

that in both countries people strive for equality and communication between ranks in a 

hierarchy are direct and informal. 
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Individualism vs. collectivism is a straight forward dimension about how independent 

a population is. Both countries are individualist societies and people focus on them-

selves and direct family members only. 

 

Masculinity vs. femininity tells if a country is masculine or feminine. A masculine so-

ciety is focused on competition and success, people want to be the best in the field of 

what they do, while in a feminine society people tend to do a job that they enjoy. Both 

countries rank as feminine with Sweden being even more so. 

 

Uncertainty avoidance is about how a population deals with the unknown future, to 

control the future or not. Those countries have a high score in this index usually have 

strict behavioural standards and laws, and those who score low are more accepting of 

different truths and ideas, there’s less regulations and everything is more free-flowing. 

Here we see the first true difference in cultures. Sweden scored low in this dimension 

and that means they are more relaxed about schedules and have less rules in society. 

Finland scored 30 points higher and made it into the category of high preference in un-

certainty avoidance, people tend not to do anything radical and different, stick to the 

same routines and follow a strict schedule.  

  

Long-term orientation vs. short-term orientation is all about maintaining a connec-

tion with the past when dealing with present and future issues. Countries with a low 

score are called normative societies and prefer sticking to old traditions and are sceptic 

about societal change. Those that score high in this index take value in modern educa-

tion as a preparation for the future. Finland scored low enough to be classified as nor-

mative. Sweden was in the middle of the scale, in between the two options. 

 

Indulgence vs. restraint describes the degree of control over impulses and desires. So-

cieties can be called indulgent or restrained depending on how low or high the score is. 

Both countries score high meaning that both societies are indulgent. People want to fol-

low up on their impulses and desires, but also sees leisure time as important. Sweden 

had a slightly higher score than Finland. 

 

What can be conclude about the results from this model is that Finland and Sweden are 

culturally very similar. This fact doesn’t probably surprise anyone but there were a few 
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small differences as I suspected. The main points to draw from this analysis is that a 

typical Finn respects his roots, is punctual and follows societal rules and laws, while a 

typical Swede has more relaxed routines, follows trends, are willing to spend money 

and values their free time. These are good points to keep in mind while planning the 

marketing in Sweden (Hofstede 2018).  

 

 

2.4.2 Consumer trends comparison 

 

Another aspect of the Swedish culture that should be looked at more closely is consumer 

trends. Some relevant Swedish articles about the topic of trends have conducted question-

naires about what Swedish consumers think and care about while spending money. 

 

In one questionnaire it was asked how important is it that brands you consume take re-

sponsibility for the environment in Sweden. From a sample size of one thousand individ-

uals, about 8 out of 10 (84%) answered that it is relatively or important. From those who 

answered the question with more importance were mostly women and elderly, but also 

people with a higher education degree and a yearly income of 600 000 SEK (Karlsson 

2018).  

 

There is another research done about some differences between the priorities of Swedish 

and Finnish consumers. According to the research, 54 percent of Swedes appreciated cre-

ativity, innovation and trends. In Finland that number was 37 percent. It is also stated that 

70 percent of Finns prefer buying the cheapest products while shopping for everyday 

items, in Sweden it was 51 percent that prefer to do that. Lastly, the average Swedish 

consumer prefers to “go with the flow” and goes for the safe option, with 60 percent of 

Swedes choosing something familiar than new and different. 49 percent of Finns think 

like this (Markkinointi & Mainonta 2017).  

 

It is safe to say that a Finn would buy a pair of shoes because others don’t have similar 

and a Swede would buy them because everyone else have similar (Markkinointi & 

Mainonta 2017). 
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The trend seems to be that more and more people in Sweden factor in in their purchasing 

process what measures a company takes to be more environmentally friendly. This is a 

fact that should be taken into consideration when creating a marketing plan in Sweden.  

Luckily W1TT Group Oy already leans heavily on the fact that their products are made 

in Finland and that they make decisions with the environment in mind when marketing 

their products. This is something that will most likely also gain approval in the Swedish 

market. 

 

 

2.4.3 Brands and marketing comparison 

 

According to an article from the Finnish magazine Markkinointi & Mainonta, compa-

nies that invest more in their brand are successful and those who do not, are not success-

ful. They listed a top 50 list of Finnish and Swedish companies and their brand’s mone-

tary value, with the most valuable brand being number one. On this list only 13 out of 

50 were Finnish companies. 

 

The article states that the difference between Finnish and Swedish companies is that in 

Sweden the most important factors are a successful brand, growth and a customer-ori-

ented approach, while in Finland companies invest in business processes, customer con-

trol and quality (Markkinointi & Mainonta 2017). 

 

In Sweden a company CEO is more often responsible for the brand than in Finland. The 

brand is considered an important part of the business and it is linked to profitability. It 

was also stated that in Sweden they look at domestic business’s future more positively 

than in Finland (Haapala 2014). 

 

When looking at the Swedish style of marketing, we can see that behind the successful 

brands, there is a very simple idea about making everyday life easier. Again, we can see 

the connection between company and individual, in other words, customer orientation. 

Also looking at the design aspect, it is simple, clean and practical but in Sweden they 

also like to tell stories with their advertisements, from sympathetic and touching video 

clips to hilarious and laughter inducing sketches. 
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According to the numbers from a study by Svensk Marknadsföringsindex from the year 

2016, around 45 per cent of Swedish companies spend on marketing about 2-10 per cent 

of their sales revenue. In Finland this number is on average 3 to 4 per cent. Furthermore, 

the investments on media marketing for the year 2016 were about 3.5 billion euros and 

in Finland the corresponding number was 1.16 billion euros (Matter 2017). 

 

With a sight on this information, it can be concluded that it is important to invest 

strongly in the company brand when entering the Swedish market and plan the market-

ing accordingly. It is desirable to build a brand that takes responsibility for its impact on 

the environment and is known for the customer-oriented approach with clean, simple 

and fresh design with advertisements and overall style that should also be implemented 

in the webpage design and other relevant formats. 
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3 MARKET ANALYSIS 

 

 

A market analysis is a vital part of any business plan, this thesis will be no exception. It 

is important to look at the potential market, not only the market you are currently serving. 

In our case though, we are entering a completely new market, but we should always see 

the market and be concerned about the people you could reach, this point will be even 

more relevant in the future (Berry 2005). 

 

Gathering data for the market analysis can come from different source. In this thesis, 

information will be gathered from the market knowledge of W1TT Group Oy CEO and 

from different associations via email inquiries, such as; Energiföretagen Sverige (Swe-

denergy). Swedenergy is a non-profit industry and special interest organisation for com-

panies involved in the supply, distribution, selling and storage of energy, mainly electric-

ity, heating, and cooling.  

 

The results of the SWOT and Porter’s Five Forces models might also shed a light on the 

market situation and provide a valuable insight. As a side note, all the data needed for the 

market analysis might not be publicly accessible, so educated estimates can be used if 

needed (Berry 2005). 

 

 

3.1 Demographics and segmentation 

 

After many hours of researching online; a conclusion can be made that the information 

required to evaluate the market size is not available online, at least publicly. There is no 

overall information about this specific market. As stated before, the business is B2B and 

the competing products, and even customers, are very similar to each other. 

 

There is still a lot of information available about the target market, market need and 

competitors. The information gathered in the parts below will paint a clearer picture 

about the overall market situation. 
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3.2 Target market 

 

The customers of W1TT Group consist of plumbing and construction contractors, as was 

stated earlier in the introduction of this thesis. As stated by the W1TT Group CEO and 

shown in the SWOT-analysis, price is the main purchase driver for the customers. How-

ever, these businesses are not the end customer. The end customer can be a company who 

needs heating for their facilities, the landlord of an apartment building or a homeowner 

who is building a house or wants to switch his or hers current heating solution to district 

heating.  

 

These people might have different drivers. As we saw earlier from the cultural insight 

section in the previous chapter, people in Sweden care about the environmental issues 

and they keep that in mind while doing purchasing related decisions.  

 

In the next part we will learn more about the specific needs of the market and how many 

people use district heat in Sweden. 

 

 

3.3 Market need 

 

In this category there are two values that we should take a close look at: the amount of 

district heat used in Sweden in comparison to other sources of heating and the number of 

buildings built per year that need heat distribution centers that are connected to district 

heating in Sweden. These values influence the market need directly. 

 

According to a study about the whole Swedish heating market conducted by Värme-

marknad Sverige and Profu (A Swedish research & development company) in 2014, dis-

trict heating is the dominant source of heating on the Swedish market with a market share 

(calculated from revenue) of 55 per cent, as shown in figure 4 below (Värmemarknad 

Sverige & Profu 2014). 
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FIGURE 4. Swedish heating market (Värmemarknad Sverige & Profu 2014) 

 

According to a study by Energimyndigheten, district heat is mostly used in apartment 

buildings and facilities in Sweden, stating that even up to 80 percent of Sweden’s apart-

ment buildings use district heat. Only 12 percent of the regular family / personal houses 

use district heat. Another study related to the previous one has a more accurate graph 

over the consumption for all the different building types in terawatt hours and it also 

compares the other forms of heating, as shown in figure 5. below. (Energimyndigheten 

2011). 

 
FIGURE 5. Comparison in consumption between building types (Energimyndigheten 

2009) 
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Another aspect that is important for the success of our business in the Swedish market is 

also tied to the construction and renovation of buildings in Sweden, especially the kind 

of buildings that are connected to the district heating network and can use our products. 

 

A 2017 study by Boverket, the Swedish administrative agency for housing development 

and living, indicates that the number of houses being built or renovated for year 2017 

was around 69 thousand. Due to falling prices in 2017, it was estimated that around a 

total of 60 000 houses will be built and renovated for years 2018 and 2019. It is also 

stated that in Sweden there are less houses being built than what there is a need for. 

They conclude the study with a note of uncertainty in the building business (Boverket 

n.d.). 

 

 

3.4 Competition 

 

The aim of this section is to give a fair view of who we are competing against. The list of 

the main competitors was provided by W1TT Group and they are all members of the Heat 

Exchanges Association of Sweden; HEAS in short. They list the member companies with 

short descriptions HEAS’ webpage (HEAS 2018). The information about the competitors 

themselves will be gathered from what is available from their web pages and other sources 

online. The company’s business in Sweden will be the focus with revenue and company 

size and also their product lines. The companies in question do not have all the relevant 

information available online, thus some details might be missing from the list. 

 

Armatec was founded in 2003 and is owned by Ernströmsgruppen which is a collective 

entrepreneurial power that own 25 companies. Armatec operates in Sweden, Norway, 

Denmark and Finland. Their headquarters are located in Gothenburg, Sweden. The total 

revenue in Sweden is 360 million SEK and have they 89 employees in Sweden. Besides 

heat exchangers and distribution centers, they sell valves, automation, gauges and also 

other heating solutions like oil powered boilers (Armatec n.d.). 

 

Danfoss is a huge multinational company with many different products and markets. 

Danfoss is a technology company, divided into four business segments: Danfoss Power 

Solutions, Danfoss Cooling, Danfoss Drives, and Danfoss Heating. Danfoss has 26,645 
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employees worldwide. Danfoss Heating, which is the relevant section and competitor in 

the market, is 27% of Danfoss total sales (total sales 5.8 EURbn). Western Europe, which 

includes the Nordic countries, is 37% of all sales (Danfoss 2018).  

 

It is the largest competitor on the market and according to W1TT Group CEO, they create 

most of the components they use in production themselves. 

 

Gebwell is a Finnish company, founded in 2005, and they have recently started a subsid-

iary in Sweden. Their products are an assortment of heat pumps and heat distribution 

centers and pumps that can collect heat from air, water and thermal. The products are 

produced in Finland and exported to Sweden (Gebwell n.d.). 

 

HögforsGST is also a Finnish company with a sales subsidiary in Sweden. The products 

are produced in Finland and exported to Sweden. They produce district heating and cool-

ing products (HögforsGST 2018). Their total revenue for 2017 was 21,4 million EUR and 

they employ 50-99 people (Finder 2018). 

 

KE Therm took over the production of district heating products from Swe Therm AB 

year 2013. The production occurs in Sweden. They also make their products according to 

the customers wishes and have a wide range of additional features available (KE Therm 

2018). The total revenue for the year 2017 was 42,9 million SEK and they have 12 em-

ployees (Allabolag n.d.).  

 

Metro Therm is a Danish company with a sales subsidiary in Sweden that consists of six 

sales representatives. The products are produced by other company subsidiaries. The 

products consist of a wide assortment of heating solutions (Metro Therm n.d.). 

 

 

3.5 Barriers to entry 

 

There are many types of barriers to entry, such as, capital costs, economics of scale, legal 

barriers to entry, marketing barriers, limited market, takeover and merger, vertical inte-

gration and predatory pricing. We will now go through these different types of barriers 

and see how if they are applicable in our situation. The information used here is from my 
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own knowledge and experience of W1TT Group Oy as well as the company CEO and the 

basic theory of Barriers to Entry is from a written article. 

 

1. Capital Cost: The money required to enter a market. In our business a large in-

vestment might be needed, that makes it more difficult for small businesses to 

enter the market but that is not an issue for our company. 

2. Economies of Scale: When other companies have lower production costs that 

makes competition in the market more difficult. In our case, W1TT Group has 

high production costs because the production happens in Finland. This can be used 

as a positive remark for quality and marketing. 

3. Legal Barriers to Entry: This is about the local governmental laws and regula-

tions. Because of the EU it is straightforward to start a business in Sweden. Ac-

cording to W1TT Group’s CEO, the products they make are compatible with the 

Swedish district heating. This means that W1TT Group doesn’t have to change 

anything on the products that are headed for Sweden, this gives them a competi-

tive edge over other potential competitors. 

4. Marketing Barriers: When the existing competition already have well estab-

lished and valuable brand image and marketing, making it difficult for new com-

panies to sell their comparable products. In W1TT Group’s case this might be a 

relevant issue. The products in this specific market are homogeneous. 

5. Limited Market: This refers to natural monopolies and market size. Our specific 

market is rather large with big companies competing against each other. 

6. Takeover & Merger: When companies buy out or acquire the competitors in the 

market to eliminate competition. 

7. Vertical Integration: The materials needed for the production of products in the 

market are controlled by a competitor which makes it more difficult for new com-

panies to find suppliers. This isn’t relevant in our case because the materials are 

available to anyone and used in other markets as well. 

8. Predatory Pricing: This is when the bigger companies in the market sell their 

products at a loss only to make life harder for the competition. This is an illegal 

practice and doesn’t concern us at this point. 

 

According to the information gathered, we can assess that there are several pros and cons 

for W1TT Group to enter this market. (Agarwal 2017). 
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3.6 Regulation 

 

According to W1TT Groups CEO, the specifications of the products are relatively same 

as in Finland and there is no need to change the production methods at W1TT Groups 

production line when completing orders from Sweden. However, there are some rules and 

regulations that might vary, these are very technical in nature and outside the scope of 

this thesis. 
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4 MARKET ENTRY STRATEGY 

 

 

In this chapter we will go through the basic steps on how to formulate a Market Entry 

Strategy and the main theories will be explained. The main point of this chapter is to shed 

a light on different alternatives and be used as a tool or guide on how to formulate an 

entry strategy, and possibly open up new terms and concepts. Lastly, we will go through 

some information to keep in mind when hiring employees abroad, and some local busi-

ness associations that can be useful in our case. We will end the chapter with recommen-

dations for W1TT Group. 

 

With the globalization of markets on the increase, even the larger companies have to 

spread out from their home markets to survive. The world is becoming more homogene-

ous and the divergence between national markets are slowly disappearing for certain 

products. Because of this, companies are waking up to the fact that there is a need to 

globalize international strategies so that companies can profit from underlying market, 

cost, environmental, and competitive factors. These factors in turn can be identified as 

either internal or as external (Czinkota & Ronkainen 2010, 184). 

 

 

4.1 Strategic planning process 

 

To strengthen the long-term competitive advantage, decision makers must focus on stra-

tegic planning in order to match products with markets and use alternative company re-

sources efficiently. The process itself can be summarized as a four-step figure, where it 

is possible for two or more of the steps can be implemented simultaneously. Below you 

can see the formulation in figure 6. Furthermore, formal strategic planning is proven to 

influence financial performance and nonfinancial aspirations (Czinkota & Ronkainen 

2010, 190). 
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FIGURE 6. Global Strategy Formulation (Czinkota & Ronkainen 2010, 190) 

 

With the data we have gathered from the previous chapters of this thesis, we can formu-

late the basis of a strategy according to the different stages seen in the formulation 

above. The core strategy (stage 1) can be developed with the results of the Porter’s Five 

Forces -analysis for the external factors, as listed; market and competitive analysis and 

the SWOT -analysis can be used for the internal factors. In the second stage, because we 

already know the target country, market and segment, we can utilize the data from the 

previously conducted market analysis for the formulation of the global strategy. After 

these stages, the marketing can be developed and the whole strategy implemented. 

 

 

4.1.1 Competitive strategy 

 

According to Czinkota & Ronkainen (2010, 193), there are three different competitive 

strategies available: 

 

• Cost leadership strategy: 

• selling a product on the new market that is identical to the competition 

but at a lower cost compared to the competition. 

• Differentiation strategy: 

• takes advantage of the seller uniqueness, such as design or possible after-

sales service. 
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• Focus strategy: 

• emphasis on a specific market segment where either or both strategies 

above may be used. 

 

In W1TT Group’s case, because the product and industry are so homogenic and spe-

cific, the obvious choice would be on a focus strategy with the implementation of cost 

leadership, due to the fact, as previously stated, usually the customer leans towards the 

cheapest deal possible. 

 

 

4.2 Entry modes 

 

One important question that arises while formulating a strategy is; what’s the best way 

to enter a market? The way of entering a market is called an entry mode. There are sev-

eral different categories of entry modes and we will go through them here. 

 

The three main groups of entry modes are as follows: 

• Export Modes 

• Intermediate Modes 

• Hierarchical Modes. 

 

These groups each contain different specific entry modes to choose from and we will 

now go briefly through the most popular ones and choose the one that represents W1TT 

Group's interests from what was described by the company CEO, we will go through all 

recommendations at the end of this chapter (Hollensen 2001, 233). 

 

 

4.2.1 Export modes 

 

With exporting, the products are produced domestically or elsewhere and then exported, 

either directly or indirectly to the target market. This mode is the most popular mode to 

enter a new market. Exporting can be divided into three different types; indirect, direct 

and cooperative export. 
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Indirect exporting is when a company doesn’t take care of the exporting but instead lets 

another company do that for them. These companies are referred to as export houses or 

trading companies. They also take care of the sales of the product. 

 

Direct exporting occurs when a company takes care of their own exporting and are in 

direct contact with the foreign markets intermediaries such as distributors and agents. 

 

Cooperative exporting is an agreement between different companies, usually export 

marketing groups, and they work together to increase the performance of exporting func-

tions (Hollensen 2001, 246). 

 

 

4.2.2 Intermediate modes 

 

Exporting is not always a viable option to supply a foreign market. Intermediate entry 

modes are a way of transferring knowledge and skills to local partners. In these agree-

ments between a local intermediary, the parent company doesn’t have full ownership or 

control of the intermediaries in the new market. Here are some of the most popular inter-

mediate entry modes: licensing, franchising, management contracts, and joint ventures 

(Hollensen 2001, 262). 

 

Licensing is a way for a company to start local production in a foreign market. It is a 

long-term solution and it gives the local partner a lot of responsibilities. This mode 

doesn’t require a capital investment (Hollensen 2001, 265). 

 

Franchising is established on a marketing concept which can be adopted by a company 

as a strategy for a business expansion. When implemented, a company (franchiser) li-

censes out its business model and rights to sell its branded products and services to an-

other company (franchisee). The franchisee has to pay specific fees and agrees to follow 

with certain commitments, usually written in a Franchise Agreement between the two 

parties in question (Hollensen 2001, 268). 

 

Management contracts is when one or more specific operational functions of a business 

is given to another company that performs the managerial duties for a fee. This usually 

involves not just the sale of a method of doing things (as with franchising or licensing) 
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but also actually doing them. A management contract consists of a variety of activities, 

like operation of a production factory, human resources, accounting and marketing (Hol-

lensen 2001, 283). 

 

Joint venture is a business entity formed by two or more companies, referred to as a new 

company with shared ownership, shared returns, risks, and control. Firms usually seek 

joint ventures for one of four reasons: new market access, especially new emerging mar-

kets; to be more efficient by bringing together assets and operations; to share the risk of 

major capital investments; or to gain access to certain know-how and skills (Hollensen 

2001, 273). 

 

 

4.2.3 Hierarchical modes 

 

This is the final group of entry modes. Hierarchical modes are similar to exporting, but 

instead of a third-party taking care of business operations in the new market, it is the main 

company who has total control of the business (subsidiary) conducted in the new market. 

This entry mode usually requires a large capital investment and takes time compare with 

the other options. A company can choose how much responsibility they want to transfer 

to the new local subsidiary in form of choosing an orientation. There are four orientations; 

Ethnocentric, Polycentric, Regio centric and Geocentric (Hollensen 2001, 292). 

 

Ethnocentric orientation is basically directly selling product to customers in a foreign 

market, meaning that production, sales and marketing happen in the home country and 

same methods are being used in the foreign market as in the home market (Hollensen 

2001, 293). 

 

Polycentric orientation is a representation of the domestic business in the form of sales-

oriented subsidiaries. This approach is usually used when the foreign market requires 

local sales personnel and a sales team is recruited in the foreign country (Hollensen 2001, 

293).  

 

Regio centric orientation is when a company builds up a large-scale business operation 

in the foreign country. This can be from a country specific marketing and sales team to a 
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fully-fledged insider subsidiary where everything happens in the foreign county; produc-

tion, R&D, marketing and sales (Hollensen 2001, 294). 

 

Geocentric orientation is the largest scale strategy that can be used. It focuses on the 

assumption that markets globally are similar and that it’s possible to take an advantage of 

these similarities by having fully fledged insider subsidiaries around the world working 

in synergy to leverage learning on a world-wide basis (Hollensen 2001, 294). 

 

 

4.3 Business partners 

 

The success of a market entry can hinge on the partners a company chooses to work with. 

To look for the best possible partner may take time and resources. Partnerships need the 

participants to work together and be on the same wavelength for the partnership to suc-

ceed. 

 

One important aspect when entering a new market is networking. Formal and informal 

business ties are effective ways to establish contacts, information, cooperation and secur-

ing access to new streams of capital and technology. The best type of networking is 

through people you already have dealings with, because personal introductions have a 

stronger effect on people. 

 

Other good sources of information in a new country include associations, such as chamber 

of commerce or different industry associations. They usually have up-to-date membership 

lists and industry statistics. More about business associations later. 

 

Finally, there are always the possibility to hire local consultants and specialists to tap into 

their knowledge, especially during the early stages of market entry. Also, we should not 

look past the power of social media, there are a lot of online communities that can offer 

valuable information (Blood-Rojas 2017). 
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4.3.1 Hiring abroad 

 

The importance of finding the right employees for the job is critical, especially in our case 

where we are expanding into a new market in a foreign country.  

 

Good resources to use for the finding of employees can be the basic ads in different media 

platforms and different headhunting agencies, or just boldly asking the employees of a 

competitor. Another resource that we should talk about is social media, specifically 

LinkedIn. A definition of LinkedIn by WhatIs.com: “LinkedIn is a social networking site 

designed specifically for the business community.” On LinkedIn you can use the groups 

function to find employment services and professionals in your specific market (Moran 

2014). Below you can find a graph by Statista (figure 7). It shows the share of individuals 

who used LinkedIn from 2012 to 2017. There is a steady yearly growth of users in Swe-

den. 

 
FIGURE 7. Share of individuals who used LinkedIn in Sweden from 2012 to 2017 (Sta-

tista 2018) 

 

Another key piece of information to keep in mind are the target countries tax and employ-

ment regulations. Hiring a local consultant for Human Resources is a good course of ac-

tions in the early stages of the business. Furthermore, a cultural insight might give an 

edge while going through the hiring process (Moran 2014). 
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4.3.2 Supportive organizations 

 

We mentioned earlier of the benefits of networking and local business associations. Here 

are some associations that might be useful to W1TT Group. 

 

Finnish-Swedish Chamber of Commerce (FINSVE) is described on their webpage as 

a reliable partner and a resource for Finnish companies, especially small and medium 

sized businesses. They help Finnish companies to enter the Swedish markets. They have 

resources, know-how and a vast network at their disposal (FINSVE n.d.). I asked them 

directly what they could do to help us in our case and they answered that they can set-up 

the business for us and conduct market research with commercial resources available to 

them. The list of questions and answers can be found in appendix 1. 

 

Energiföretagen Sverige (Swedenergy) is a non-profit industry and special interest or-

ganisation for companies involved in the supply, distribution, selling and storage of en-

ergy, mainly electricity, heating, and cooling. We have mentioned them earlier in the 

marketing analysis. They have a network of 400 companies that have ties to the energy 

sector of Sweden (Lindholm n.d.). 

 

Heat Exchangers Association of Sweden (HEAS) is a trade association for suppliers of 

heat exchangers, and control and monitoring systems. Members work with heat exchange 

in district cooling, district heating, water heating. Its purpose is to be a forum where mem-

bers discuss common interests in both the commercial and technical fields. HEAS repre-

sent members in dealings with national as well as international agencies and organizations 

(TEBAB n.d.). 

 

 

4.4 Recommendations 

 

As mentioned earlier, this chapter is meant to be used as a tool to learn and formulate 

market entry strategies and modes, but also to provide some useful tips for this particular 

case.    

 

Because of the product that W1TT Group sells, it is almost necessary to follow through 

with a focus strategy and hierarchical entry mode. This means setting up a subsidiary in 
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Sweden to have full control of the whole business process. This subsidiary should take 

care of sales and marketing in Sweden; thus, it should be run by a local team of sales 

representatives and marketers. 

 

Social Media, especially LinkedIn should be used in the recruitment process. As we stated 

earlier, the use of LinkedIn is steadily rising in Sweden. It’s also a good platform to stay 

active on, also for marketing purposes. 

 

Lastly, it would seem as a great option to join the business associations listed above, due 

to their extensive networks and capabilities. This can be a huge help, especially during 

the early stages of market entry. 
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5 DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION 

 

The objective of this thesis was to find relevant theoretical and actual facts and findings 

to support a plan for W1TT Groups possible entry to Sweden. The main questions were 

about the market situation in Sweden and how to formulate an entry strategy.  

 

The thesis starts off with defining the theoretical framework and scope of the case. We 

gather information from written sources about different analyses and models that will 

help us with the coming sections of the thesis and that also might be helpful on its own to 

the company. I wanted to use models that are reusable and work in different situations, 

for example, the SWOT-analysis. 

 

After a SWOT and Porter’s Five Forces -analysis, I continued to a cultural insight analysis 

using the Hofstede’s Cultural Dimensions model, which compares the cultures of differ-

ent countries in a large scale. I wanted to dive into the cultural aspect, because there might 

be some surprising facts between Finland and Sweden. The information I gathered fo-

cused on the culture of Swedish customers and companies respectively, for example, con-

sumer trends and on what companies invest on internally. Swedish consumers care about 

companies’ standpoints on environmental issues and companies in Sweden invest heavily 

on their brand.    

 

The market analysis was really demanding. The information for this specific market for 

heat exchangers and distribution centers was not available anywhere online. It was diffi-

cult to estimate any specific numbers from the competitors because most of them are large 

multinational companies that also focus on other products and markets. On the other hand, 

it was fairly simple to find more than enough information about the Swedish energy mar-

ket as a whole and see if the current situations and trends are favourable to our business. 

Most of the different Swedish associations were responsive, friendly and provided me 

with a lot of useful information. 

 

In the market entry strategy chapter, I wanted to bring out the main theories about this 

subject and talk about them briefly. Most of them are relevant and some useful for this 

thesis in the sense that the company can start with one specific strategy and entry mode 

and then switch to another. We talked about the overall strategies, the steps to formulate 
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them and the information that is needed to work on the strategies, some of which we have 

gathered in the earlier chapters of this thesis.  

 

After the theoretical parts about strategy and entry modes, I wanted to bring up some 

general information and suggestions for hiring abroad and the importance of networking 

and a specific social media platform. I ended the chapter with a list of useful associations 

and some recommendations.  

 

On a side note, I think it would be relevant for W1TT Group Oy to update their webpages 

for something simpler and cleaner. Even though direct e-commerce is not possible for 

these products, it could still make it easier for customers to navigate through the different 

products and add a window for them to send in their need in order to get a quotation of 

the price. 

 

I enjoyed the process of writing this thesis. I learned a lot of new things and realized that 

everything doesn’t always go to plan, we have to adapt and overcome any obstacle that 

pops up, and in my own opinion I think I managed to do so. 
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Appendix 1. Email inquiry to FINSVE, questions and answers. 
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